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Text A
A.
1. A. He took a course in woodwork.
B. Became a carpenter
2. A. He was able to get married and start a family. B. Buying his own villa outside Amman.
3. One of Tareq`s sons Mahmoud has decided to follow his father into the business.
4. his friends
5. job / profession
6. Yes, because his instruments have become famous across Jordan and the Middle East, and
there is now a great demand for these instruments
B. Open Answer
Text B and C
A.
1. Fossett’s journey started in Western Australia.
2. - helium - hot air
3. height
4. Steve Fossett
5. Other climbers called them foolish.
B. Open Answer…………………….
Derivations
1. various 2. historical 3. excitement 4. vary 5. complete 6. threat 7. construction
8. archaeological 9. historical 10. peaceful 11. nature 12. destruction 13. reminder
14. building 15. Natural 16. ___________17._________

Vocabulary -A
strum
changed his tune
far and wide
phenomenon
constant

roar
single
roar
age
cabin

events
elite
do
hardworking
operational

tune
concentrate
lock
regulate
elite
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Vocabulary -B
1. visit
2. recovered after being unconscious
3. was mentioned
4. invented
5. manage in spite of not having something
6. different things
7. boasting / saying good things about oneself

Tenses
1. been preparing 2. had been waiting 3. written 4. had left 5. been tidying 6. built 7. copied
8. not been doing 9. edited 10. been classifying 11. had / lost 12. cut 13. been working
14. had finished 15. repaired 16. had / been doing

Rewrite the sentences
1. A high mark must be got in the following exam (by Muna).
2. New technologies should be embraced (by the government).
3. Mount Everest was climbed (by Mazen).
4. Mahdi asked Salma if / whether he could ask her a question.
5. Ahmad asked Khalid if / whether he had left the country the year before (the previous year).
6. The teacher said that the students were going to visit that library the week after/
(the following week).
7. Sami wanted to know when I had graduated from university.
8. Mazen said that they were listening to the news then.
9. The worm is caught (by the early bird).
10. Modern novels are being read (by Sami).
11. Sami asked me how I could solve that problem.
12. Our nation must be served (by everyone).
13. Manal asked Muna if / whether she had read the article.
14. Sami said that he was enjoying playing football at that moment.
15. The room must have been cleaned (by Hatem).

Language Functions
1. Expressing agreement.
2. ……………………………………………….
3. ……………………………………………….
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Linking Words
1. Salem likes chocolate (,) while Ahmad likes biscuits.
2. Although Brasilia is the capital of Brazil, it is not the major cultural or economic centre of
Brazil.
3. Online shopping is comfortable. On the other hand, traditional shopping is more interesting.
4. Apple is a brand name (,) and although G-Tide is not well-known , it has a high quality .
5. Although modern technology means the methods have changed slightly , pottery is still
produced in the same ancient attractive style by craftsmen at Madaba today.
6. Supermarket fruit may be cheap , but it isn’t always as tasty as fruit from a market.
7. Whereas I prefer reading books , my friend prefers reading magazines.
8. Reptiles share many characteristics , but they are still very different from one another.
9. Ahmad kept going ( , ) although the task was very difficult.
10. Maher likes going abroad ( , ) whereas Salem doesn’t like travelling at all.

Best wishes
مع أطيب األمنيات لكم بالتفوق

The End

